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This brochure is to recognize research excellence within the School of Management. Congratulations to all members for their achieved research output this year.

Dear All,

I would like to congratulate all members of the School of Management for the great research output that was achieved in 2014.

There were many A* and A journal articles, special issues, a couple of edited books and many book chapters. Moreover, the School of Management was very successful in receiving research awards, two ARC Linkages, and a ARC Discovery.

This overview has been produced with the objective for us all to have a greater understanding of the work produced by our colleagues. May we learn more from each others’ work and discover other staff members who have a similar area of research.

I am very happy to present the high impact research output of our School in this brochure, and I hope that we can publish such a summary every year from now on. I would like to thank Tanya Allan, Andy Tompkins and Yazmin Collins, for their valuable help in putting this brochure together.

I hope 2015 will in the same way, be successful for us.

Professor Karin Sanders
Director of Research & Grants


• Liu C-HS; Su C-S; Gan B; Chou S-F, 2014, ‘Effective restaurant rating scale development and a mystery shopper evaluation approach’ International Journal of Hospitality Management, vol. 43, pp. 53 - 64, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhm.2014.08.002
• Maine E; Thomas VJ; Bliemel M; Murira A; Utterback J, 2014, ‘The emergence of the nanobiotechnology industry’ Nature Nanotechnology, vol. 9, no. 1, pp. 2 - 5, http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nnano.2013.288


• Reiche BS; Cardona P; Lee Y-T; Canela MÁ; Akinnukawe E; Briscoe JP; Bullara C; Caparas MV; Caprar DV; Charlemagne D, 2014, ‘Why do Managers Engage in Trustworthy Behavior? A Multilevel Cross-Cultural Study in 18 Countries’ Personnel Psychology: the study of people at work, vol. 67, no. 1, pp. 61 - 98, http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/peps.12038


SPECIAL ISSUES


The overview below reflects the citation count for published journal articles in the last five years (2010 - 2014). Citations were sourced from Google Scholar.

50 -100 Citations
Dan Caprar
Suzanne Chan-Serafin
Shayne Gary
Peter Heslin
Hokyu Hwang
Sunghoon Kim
Amirali Minbashian
Pradeep Ray
Peter Sheldon

100-150 Citations
Stephen Frenkel
Markus Höllerer
Chris Jackson
Alannah Rafferty
George Shinkle

Over 150 Citations
Catherine Collins
Markus Groth
Jaco Lok
Michael Quinlan
Karin Sanders
- Drori GS; Höllerer MA; Walgenbach P, (eds.), 2014, Global themes and local variations in organization and management: Perspectives on glocalization, Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group


BOOK CHAPTERS


- **Drori GS; Höllerer MA; Walgenbach P**: 2014, ‘The glocalization of organization and management: Issues, dimensions, and themes’ in Drori GS; Höllerer MA; Walgenbach P (ed.), Global themes and local variations in organization and management: Perspectives on glocalization, Routledge, pp. 3 - 23


- **Murmann JP.** 2014, ‘Evolutionary Perspectives’ in Wiley Encyclopedia of Management, edn. 3rd


- **Sanders K; Cogin JA; Bainbridge HTJ.** 2014, ‘The growing role of advanced human resource management research methods’ in Sanders K; Cogin JA; Bainbridge HTJ (ed.), Research Methods for Human Resource Management, Routledge, pp. 1 – 14


RESEARCH AWARDS

Martin Bliemel


Will Felps


Bernard Gan


Peter Heslin


RESEARCH AWARDS

Markus Hollerer


- Emerald Literati Network Award for Excellence, Emerald Group Publishing

Elizabeth Maitland


Karin Sanders


• Steven Lui, Christopher J Jackson, George A Shinkle, Salih Z Ozdemir, Neelu Kapoor
  Australian Research Council, Linkage Project, Administering Organisation, UNSW, Project
  Title - Innovation in Australian mid-market firms: The critical role of leader cognition.
  $339,784
  2014-2017

• Paul R Flatau, Sharon K Parker, Ramon Wenzel, Karin Sanders, Timothy C Bednall, Leslie C
  Hems, Amy Lyden
  Australian Research Council, Linkage Project, Administering Organisation, University of
  Western Australia, Project Title- Facilitating Capacity Building in the Australian Not-For-Profit
  Sector through Improved Work Learning.
  $340,000
  2014-2017

• Carolyn E MacCann, Amirali Minbashian, Richard D Roberts
  Australian Research Council, Discovery Project, Administering Organisation: University of
  Sydney, Project Title: Developing a process model of emotion management using experience
  sampling.
  $335,100
  2015-2017
HDR STUDENTS COMPLETED IN 2014

- Juliet Andrews – David Morgan and Ian Hampson
- Wai Lun Cheng – Ian Hampson and Karin Sanders
- Joseph Hyosup Kim – Chung-Sok Suh
- Hong Weng Lai – Steven Lui
- Dominic McLoughlin – David Morgan and Ian Hampson
- Saba Saffakat – Tracy Wilcox
- Xiaoli Sang – Michael Quinlan
- Huillin Wang – Steve Frenkel
- Min Huei Miles Yang – Shayne Gary
- Eason Yucheng Zhang – Steve Frenkel

Honors Students
- Maria Markoulli – Will Felps